
A rapidly growing innovative team is looking for an

experienced Software Engineering Lead

As a leading developer of software solutions for the South

African and international markets, we are looking for an

experienced and passionate Software Engineering Lead to

join our team that is focused on developing new products. 

If you are looking to grow your career; and if leading a team

and driving how software is created is as important to you

as the coding challenge, then this could be the perfect role

for you.

Work within a team and provide leadership, following Agile

and Lean development methodologies. 

Work alongside like-minded people, with a wealth of

knowledge at all levels.

Interact with product, business and technical heads to

manage timelines and deliverables

Work on incubating new products, employing innovative

technologies, and accelerating development efforts across

the product line.

Mentor junior and intermediate developers.

Coordinate and motivate the team members.

Define, advocate, and implement best practices and coding

standards of the team.

Work along with other tech leads, product managers, and

engineering managers.

Promote a collaborative work environment.

Work on continually increasing the quality and the

productivity of the team.

Apply your mind to being creative and innovative.

WE NEED A
SOFTWARE
ENGINEER LEAD

WHAT YOU GET TO DO 

EVERY DAY:



Must have experience with git; GitHub and GitHub actions

would be advantageous.

Must be a courageous team player and a 

Tenacious problem solver, with strong analytical and logical

reasoning. 

Must be a South African citizen or hold a valid work permit. 

Minimum 3-year Computer Programming related IT degree

or diploma. 

5+ years of solid industry experience in designing and

building software applications using C#, .Net and .Net Core.

Experience in leading an Agile development team is required

(SCRUM, Kanban).

Have a leader attitude that inspires all the other team

members.

Be able to manage the targets and expectations of the team.

Fulfil all the commitments by timely delivering the

deliverables, and negotiating scope, deadlines, or costs based

on data.

Have the right mindset to simplify complex implementations.

Be flexible enough and be adaptable to the changing and

varied work settings.

Thorough understanding of development process and

practices, from ideation to release.

Experienced in building "full" solutions

Strong practical experience in developing web applications,

servers, and cloud-based technologies using HTML, CSS,

JavaScript.

Experience with modern web frameworks and architecture

styles, such as Angular, VUE or React, and REST, Micro Service

and Micro Front-end.

Experience in .Net, Entity Framework Core, ASP.Net Core. 

Must have experience in Microsoft Azure.

SKILLS & EXPERIENCE YOU

BRING TO THE ROLE:

SKILLS & EXPERIENCE YOU

BRING TO THE ROLE:



All staff participate in our group wide schemes.

We cater for mothers returning to work with an onsite

crèche for newborns up to the age of 1 in the CPT office.

The Cape Town office offers facilities within the building:

We have a people friendly work environment including:

    - We offer medical aid through Discovery Health.

    - We have a provident fund with Old Mutual SuperFund.

    - We offer a death and critical illness cover through Hollard.

    - Free gym membership at Fitness Connect.

    - Prayer room access.

    - Onsite cafeteria run by La Cuccina, which is Halaal Friendly.

    - Continental breakfast everyday between 7am – 9am.

    - Good quality coffee, cool drinks and treats in the office.

    - Continuous training and development across skill sets.

SOME BENEFITS OF WORKING

AT KORBICOM:

ABOUT THE PRODUCT:
This position is within the New Business Development team.  We

are currently incubating an innovative cloud-based document

exchange platform used by legal and other clients. Our software is

designed to help our clients to become more productive and

organised as they handle complex legal and financial matters

while maintaining control and security when sharing documents.

We are growing the functionality of the product, integrating it into

related applications and expanding out of the Canadian market

into other regions.  The team is involved in a range of research and

development initiatives to test new business ideas and accelerate

delivery into the rest of the product line.


